
My Favorite

Tech N9ne

Steady shooting for the stars, 
On this vertical journey I be recruiting more for bars, 
Gotta be hard, in the car, 
I'm running with cannons that really loosen your regards, 

Greedy money, and then some 
These motherfuckers will murder you for your income, 
So when the flash the pass to begin some, 
Spitting my favorite of Prozak and Lynch Hung, 

After the shows I'm thinking about food 
Just give me some and drinks I'm cool, 
You probably thinking that a womans my juice, 
But I drool over Italian cooking is my joo, 

I eat all of it all the time, 
At the mall even y'all, 
When they called the n9ne, 
Money tall yes I ball missing all the sign, 
we could meet but never draw the line, 

Doctor said that my blood pressure pew, 
I was healthy for one minute but then fumes, 
Of a pepper corn fillet within the room, 
I gotta go get it soon, you seeing the nigger zoom, 

Capital grill and a melting pot, 
They know my name PF Chang so they help a lot, 
You let the n9ne cut the line when its sweltering hot, 
to wine and dine me and we belting lot, 

I can't stop eating, I really love eating 
I know my body be wishing I was vegan 
The fat of my stomach it was leaving me, feeding me 
All I be thinking when I be breathing un evely, 

It don't matter, I'm taking it to the head 
Tucking my tummy they using bigger thread, 
Telling me if I don't be careful and kill the bread, 
I'm gonna pig out until a nigga dead, 

Insatiable's my name, 
When it comes to my favorite things, 
nights I come to pray 
Of my favorite 
I never plan to die, too much haven't tried 
Give me more, give me more 
I crave it, yes I love it, that's my favorite
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